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X Flight was designated the task of giving close air support to the desert army formed and
commanded by Lawrence of Arabia. It flew from advanced desert landing grounds on
reconnaissance, liaison, bombing and ground attack missions. The existence and deeds of the
flight were kept secret, so much so that even the RFC Paymaster was unaware of their
existence.George Hynes was an aircraft mechanic and became responsible for keeping the
flights somewhat elderly aircraft airworthy whilst working in the most difficult desert conditions
on hastily constructed landing strips and living and working under canvas in temperatures that
froze at night and rose to 100 degrees plus at noon.His diary gives a clear insight into the
conditions endured, the actions that took place and the many almost insurmountable problems
that occurred as they followed Lawrences steady advance against the numerically superior
Turkish Army and Air Force. George personally encountered Lawrence on many occasions and
maintained contact with him after the war.The diary is supported with the Flights weekly
operational records, perspectives of the battle scenarios and other background information.

About the AuthorJames Hynes MA is an author and historian. --This text refers to the hardcover
edition.
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Secret Air ForceBibliographyIndexAcknowledgementsI am most grateful to my cousin, Ellen
Gannicott (née Hynes), for preserving and making available her father’s memoirs.A Tribute from
LawrenceIn a foreword written in Cranwell on 15 August 1926 and signed T.E.S. Lawrence he
paid tribute to a number of named persons but there he also wrote:And there were many other
leaders or lonely fighters to whom this selfregardent picture is not fair. It is still less fair, of
course, like all warstories, to the un-named rank and file who miss their share of credit, as they
must do, until they can write the despatches.PrefaceThe exploits of Lawrence of Arabia have
been well documented in his own books, Seven Pillars of Wisdom and Revolt in the Desert, for
example, and indeed in many of his writings including his prolific correspondence. Among the
many surviving letters written by him are two received by my uncle, Number 3064, Flight
Sergeant George Samuel Hynes who served with the secret X Flight of the Royal Flying Corps in
close support of Lawrence and his Arabs. Air Mechanic G.S. Hynes, of No. 14 Squadron, met
and spoke with Lawrence on several occasions. In fact on one occasion he was called upon to
repair an aircraft downed in the desert with Lawrence as passenger.More often than not books
about war service have been written by commissioned ranks and/or politicians but the memoirs
presented in this book have been written by a ranker whose skills, along with those of his
comrades, kept pilots and machines in serviceable order in the most adverse conditions.George
Samuel Hynes was born in 1895, in Liverpool. There, he served an apprenticeship as a marine
engineer and joined the Royal Flying Corps at the beginning of the First World War. Three of his
brothers also served in the army, on the Western Front. His career with the RFC began at
Farnborough and after several postings he travelled out to Egypt with No. 14 Squadron. Within a
year or two he was living in the deserts of Arabia in either canvas hangars or bell tents in
advanced landing grounds from which X Flight aircraft flew on reconnaissance, bombing and
strafing missions.Few histories of the early wars in the desert recount the contributions made by



men other than the commissioned officers. Often their individuality and their contributions are
lumped together in expressions such as the following as it was applied to No. 14 Squadron, to
which X belonged. ‘As well as the necessary Air Mechanics and Fitters, the party included Royal
Army Medical Corps and Army Service Corps personnel.’ In fact, to be fair, the officers, the fliers,
have seldom been mentioned either because there is so little in the public domain about X Flight
itself.On the other hand, in his famous books, Lawrence occasionally mentions other ranks by
name. For example in Revolt in the Desert, he did pay particular tribute to his sergeants, Stokes
and Lewis, for whom he had particular admiration. Nevertheless, Lawrence confessed in the
Seven Pillars of Wisdom that their real names were not Stokes and Lewis – ‘Their names may
have been Yells and Brooke, but became Lewis and Stokes after their jealously-loved tools’ (the
Stokes 3-inch portable mortar and the famous Lewis machine gun). George too writes about
other ranks as well as the officers, the pilots whom he admired and whose aircraft he
scrupulously serviced to keep safe.In his memoirs, George writes about Lawrence over and over
again, mostly in a spirited defence of the great man’s reputation; but here, in this account, I have
mentioned the great man only in relation to X Flight. I have selected only those pages relating to
George’s actual personal experiences with X Flight in order to present a narrative account of the
deeds of that covert group of men and machines.Although as a boy I visited Uncle George,
along with my father, his brother, listening to both men’s war stories and looking at his notes and
his drawings, it was not until 2008 that I heard of his memoirs. Years later, in the late 1950s, he
had laboriously typed some 220 pages of them. For the privilege of reading through them I thank
my cousin, his daughter, Mrs Ellen Gannicott who gave me copies. Although I knew of the letters
which T.E.L. had written to George, we had no idea where they had ended up until I discovered
that they are now held by the Houghton Library of Harvard University along with a sixteen-page
‘synopsis’ written by my uncle. Ellen had retained photocopies and typescript copies of those
letters but none of the surviving family had known that the originals had been sold at Sotheby’s
in 1961 to an American buyer.Although George had met with, spoken with and sometimes
worked with Lawrence, he was no closer to that enigmatic man than any other person had ever
been. He wrote much in defence of Lawrence but others have done that and George would not
have known anything about the ‘behind-the-scenes’ politics. On the other hand, George’s
recollections of his service in the air force have the immediacy of personal involvement. They are
written in unpretentious language, the language of one who left a senior elementary school at
age fourteen and went on to take City and Guilds qualifications in marine engineering. I have
edited his writings but in so doing, out of respect for him, I have tried to retain his style. Therefore
in editing and presenting George’s script I have tried to keep as closely as possible to his
vernacular and personal narrative style.Whilst he, the son of a man who had himself served as a
regular soldier, was serving in the Middle East, his three brothers were serving on the Western
Front and George was well aware that they were having a worse time than he was. His eldest
brother John served with the Liverpool Irish right through major battles from 1914 to 1919 and in
his post-war years suffered from the effects of gas poisoning. A slightly younger brother, James,



served first with the Connaught Rangers until after they had sustained extraordinarily high
casualties, when he was transferred to the Inniskillings, dying of wounds in Germany in the last
week of the war. Their younger brother Richard, my father, served in the trenches for two years
with the Lancashire Fusiliers, sustaining a trench knife scar.There is such a wide variety of
different renditions of place names in books and documents relating to the war in the Middle
East that, in the interests of consistency, I have favoured the spellings used by X Flight’s
commanding officers in their weekly reports. For example, George uses the place name Desi
whereas it is written, DECIE, in capitals, as were all place names in X Flight reports. George’s
Guweira gives way to GUEIRA. In fact, back in 1926 arguments about the spelling of Arabic
place names took place between Lawrence and his publisher’s proofreaders, one of whom
complained that the manuscript of Revolt in the Desert was ‘full of inconsistencies in the spelling
of proper names, a point which reviewers often take up’.Lawrence replied with, ‘Arabic names
won’t go into English exactly, for their consonants are not the same as ours, and their vowels,
like ours, vary from district to district.’ He then goes on to tease the editor unmercifully as he
picks up on other spelling inconsistencies.I have unravelled George’s stories in an attempt to set
them in chronological order. He wrote his memoirs more or less in a time sequence but not
strictly so because most often he wrote down his memories as they spontaneously occurred to
him.In presenting this book I quote George directly:I have endeavoured to give my personal
experience in my writing this book alone without any contacts with any person who had served
in the Middle East campaign during the 1914 War or any person who served under Lawrence
during the Arab Revolt, 1916/18.In the event that his memoirs might be published, George
wished to dedicate it to the memory of a surgeon, Dr Fosebrooke, of Broadgreen Hospital,
Liverpool, a former prisoner of war of the Japanese. George expressed his gratitude for an
operation he underwent in 1952. He also wished to remember all who joined in a defence of
Lawrence’s reputation.Little has been written about the contribution made by X Flight whose
aircraft and personnel in its close support operations worked for several years in adverse
conditions in advanced desert landing grounds. In particular, the existence and deeds of X Flight
were kept so secret that in fact, for most of the time, the Royal Air Force Paymaster received no
pay returns and consequently the airmen who served with the flight received neither back pay
nor hardship allowances because no records of their entitlements were kept!George wrote:I
have often been asked why no Royal Flying Corps personnel were recorded in the Seven Pillars
of Wisdom, and why British aircraft were not shown in the recent film, as the inquirers were
rather put out about it.He went on to say that X Flight was not added to the list of the British units
because as soon as the Turks had surrendered the Flight had been immediately ordered out
taking all equipment, aircraft and personnel to Egypt. Flight members were given some pay and
ten days’ leave in Cairo, returning to their new base on Armistice Day 1918. On that day, the
officers joined the NCOs in the Sergeants’ Mess for a celebration until two in the morning when
all ended up in the Officers’ Mess.George surmised that Lawrence too was unable to obtain a
list of X Flight’s personnel. Perhaps he was right, because if the Paymaster in England never



admitted owing back pay then even he himself had no list either. George said that he kept his
own list but so far it has not turned up in his documents.Of that ‘special’ Flight, Bragger and
Wright’s publication Lawrence’s Air Force had only this to say, ‘In September 1917, 14 Squadron
sent X Flight under the command of Captain Stent to Akaba, to continue the fight against the
Turks, but that is another story.’1This, in fact, is that other story.James P. HynesJune
2010NOTES1 Bragger, R. & Wright, P., ‘Lawrence’s Air Force’, in the Cross and Cockade,
summer 2003.IntroductionMuch has been written by and about Lawrence of Arabia but little has
ever been written about the handful of aircraft and personnel of X Flight, which was set up to
give him and his Arab army close air support.Lawrence and the Arabs wrecked many trains,
stations and railway lines but so too did X Flight with their bombs and machine-guns in regular
daily support of the irregulars. Consequently, Lawrence held the Royal Flying Corps/the Royal
Air Force in high regard. He wrote, with conviction and accuracy, ‘It was the R.A.F., which had
converted the Turkish retreat into rout, which had abolished their telephone and telegraph
connections, had blocked their lorry columns, scattered their infantry units.’1The capture of the
town of Akaba by Lawrence and the Arabs on 6 July 1917 enabled X Flight to set up its principal
base there, from which flying operations were conducted and a succession of small advance
landing grounds could be supplied with aircraft and skilled personnel. Akaba was the last port
the Turks held on the Red Sea and its loss led the way to their ultimate defeat as did the
£200,000 a month Lawrence was spending to encourage the Arabs to revolt against the Turks.
Lawrence’s personality was charismatic but so too was the gold which Britain allowed him to
distribute!Early in the conflict Lawrence asked for air support and he got it from both No. 1
Squadron of the Australian Air Force and the Royal Flying Corps. Dedicated help was always
available to him throughout the campaign from 14 Squadron of the Royal Flying Corps between
3 February 1915 and 4 February 1919 with its HQ first in Ismailia then Deir el Belah, mid-1916,
and thence Junction Station in 1917. Close support was provided by a detachment of C Flight in
the Hejaz from December 1916 to August 1917, in its raid on the Hejaz railway at Ma’an from
Sinai in August 1917. But the closest support of all, for him and his Arab allies, was provided by
the secret X Flight with its aircraft, the Tiyaras, the ‘female flying things’ which so impressed the
Bedouin.Formed at Shoreham on 3 February 1915, No. 14 Squadron, commanded by Major G.
B. Stopford, had sailed out from England to Egypt on the liner, SS Anchises on 7 November
1915. Although some sources give SS Anchises as the transport vessel, an intriguing note by
George Hynes gives an SS Hunsgrove (commandeered from the Germans and previously
called the SS Lorenzo) as the ship which set out with 14 Squadron and full equipment for ‘an
unknown destination’ (the Dardanelles) but was diverted from Malta to Egypt instead. He
claimed that during the voyage the crew successfully fought off a U-boat attack using Lewis
guns and four rifles! There were a number of former German vessels commandeered in Suez at
the beginning of the war and all were renamed, all having the prefix ‘Hun’ (some naval or
Whitehall jest possibly) when put into service as British vessels. Among such vessels were SS
Huntsvale (formerly Barenfels); Huntsend (formerly Lutzow); Hunsbrook (Annaberg); Huntsfall



(Goslar); Huntsmoor (Rostock); and HMT Huntsgreen (Derflinger).Flights were established in
Kantara and Ismailia before Christmas and by then a detachment was also operating in the
western desert of Egypt participating in the Battle of Mersa Matruh on Christmas Day 1915.Just
after Christmas they moved out of Heliopolis to Ismailia near the Suez Canal and months later
became part of the Middle East Brigade formed on 1 April 1916 by which time Salmond was a
Brigadier General. Exactly two years later to the day, the RFC became the RAF. At the time the
squadron was equipped with BE2c machines and a few Martinsydes. The BE2cs played the
biggest role supporting Lawrence.The RFC’s duties lay in Army co-operation in Egypt, Arabia
and Palestine. In his memoirs George Hynes commented:I do know that Geoffrey Salmond had
a hard time building up the Middle East from our first Squadron, No. 14, and our brotherly
squadron, No. 1 Australian on the front line….During the early years of the war in the Middle
East, General Sir Archibald Murray had led the Egyptian Expeditionary Force (EEF). His forces
had pushed across the Sinai constructing railway and freshwater lines from the Suez Canal to
support operations on the southern edge of Palestine, south of Gaza. Under his direction, two
attempts were made to capture Gaza: the First Battle of Gaza on 26 March and the Second
Battle of Gaza on 19 April. Both attempts were embarrassing failures so the War Office replaced
Murray on 28 June 1917 with General Allenby who saw the war in the Middle East through to the
end.Air support for Allenby’s ground forces was placed in the care of Brigadier General A. E.
Borton, in December 1917, when he took command of the Palestine Brigade comprising two
wings: the 5th Wing and the 40th Army Wing. The Counter-Air and interdiction roles were carried
out by 40 Wing, while 5th Wing squadrons were mainly involved with tactical reconnaissance
and artillery direction whilst also taking part in bombing raids against Ottoman positions. By mid-
summer 1918, the Brigade also had a balloon company, an engine repair depot and an aircraft
park and depot. One solitary Handley Page O/400 was added to the strength.The Germans and
the Turks with their Rumpler and Fokker aircraft, superior in design and performance, had
exercised air superiority in the Levant so Allenby set out to challenge that by increasing the
number and quality of the British machines. It was a slow process and the RFC gained the upper
hand by the sheer dedication and determination of the pilots and ground staff working with
aircraft which needed a lot of ‘make do and mend’.The enemy comprised the Turkish Fourth
Army, commanded by the German General Friedrich Freiherr Kress von Kressenstein defending
Palestine, while in Mesopotamia the main Turkish force was commanded by another German,
General Erich von Falkenhayn, who was attempting to recapture Baghdad from the British.
Although Turkish troops had won several victories against the British, their morale was poor
because of severe shortages of food for both animals and men, ammunition and transport. Many
deserted and eventually they lost to the British and Empire armies together with Feisal and his
Arabs.The tactically brilliant capture of Akaba by Lawrence and the Arabs on 6 July 1917 was a
significant day for X Flight because for the rest of the war the RFC landing ground there was the
Flight’s centre of operations. A number of covert advanced landing grounds were set up out of
Akaba and George Hynes spent much of his war in them.In the Third Battle of Gaza, fought



between 31 October and 7 November 1917 in southern Palestine, British Empire forces under
Allenby broke the Turkish Gaza–Beersheba line. Australian Light Horse captured the town of
Beersheba on the first day and from then on the war went badly for the Turks.During the conflict,
army commanders and air commanders learned how to work together fighting desert battles in
which flying machines played an increasingly important role, not only in photographic
reconnaissance in communication but also in action as weapons of war. Conditions under which
men and machines worked in those deserts were very trying indeed. The hazards faced by
airmen of the RFC back in England were bad enough but No. 14 Squadron had to face them in
the unforgiving deserts of Egypt and Arabia.For example, No. 14 Squadron and X Flight itself
carried out some night flying where advance landing grounds were no more than hardened mud
or sand, strewn with small rocks set between hazardous hills. That was a remarkable
achievement when one considers the criticisms made about night flying conditions in England
itself where, ‘The chief complaints against aerodromes and night landing places were that they
were insufficient in number, some of them too small, and some of them unsafe by reason of the
surface being rough, such as ridge and furrow, or intersected by hedgerows or
dykes.’2Furthermore, in England, ‘Night-flying is, as far as possible, forbidden at aerodromes
where the state of the surface is such as to present unusual difficulties on landing system is
inferior to the French and German systems.’3So much for the hazards of night flying in Britain but
even worse the document pointed out that at the beginning of the Great War ‘the question of
using aeroplanes for more than reconnaissance and observing artillery fire, as also the
important part machine guns were going to play both in the air and on land, had hardly been
considered.’‘The provision of machine guns for cavalry regiments and infantry battalions was
also seriously inadequate because no thought had been given to providing them for
aeroplanes.’Given the absence of machine guns pilots and observers took to using rifles in their
aircraft. Things very gradually began to improve:The provision of weapons such as machine
guns, bombs, hand grenades, darts, &c, fell under the able hand of the Master-General of the
Ordnance; and the Committee are unable to find any delay on the part of the Royal Flying Corps
in making use of any of these, or in providing mountings, racks, &c, for them, within a reasonable
time of their being allotted to the Corps.4The document went on to say that experiments had to
be made to find the most suitable way of carrying the several war requirements in aeroplanes.
The pilots and ground crews of X Flight of necessity carried out many such experiments in the
harsh environments of the desert. Fortunately they suffered no casualties as a result.Another
recommendation that pilots should be provided with proper maps, compasses or altimeters was
impossible in Arabia as there were none. They did not exist. X Flight had to make their own maps
and the maps for the ground forces. In fact their principal duty was flying daily reconnaissance
taking thousands of photographs of enemy-held territory. The German and Turkish aircraft in
their turn were doing exactly the same thing. During the course of the war British and German
aircrews took tens of thousands of photographs between them.The huge contrasts between
high day and low night temperatures in Arabia made aeroplane maintenance a constant problem



as woodwork shrank and warped. Machines had to be constantly stripped down and serviced.
Spares and replacement parts, never plentiful, were often found to be useless. Fortunately X
Flight’s machines, fitted with 90-hp Royal Aircraft Factory air-cooled engines, gave
comparatively little trouble but the water-cooled Hispano-Suiza and Beardmores boiled water
away. Oils sometimes became so hot they were rendered useless.Although the RFC’s principal
duties lay in just that, flying, there in the deserts, they had to make regular and constant use of
motorised transport together with camels, horses and mules. The ubiquitous Crossley tenders
fitted with double wheels were used so often that the RFC might aptly have been called the
Royal Flying and Motoring Corps!Air Mechanic George spent his war repairing and maintaining
some second rate aircraft which X Flight had to put up with during its secret operations in the
desert wastes. Of course he was devoted to engineering and took pride in his skills with those
early flying machines but he was also fascinated by the horses and camels which were used so
skilfully by the Arabs who lived in those deserts.The expression, ‘knights of the air’ as applied to
combat pilots has become a journalistic cliché but it was an apt metaphor for the fliers in the
deserts of Arabia. Medieval knights, almost exclusively the sons of nobility, were trained to make
gallant use of their weapons on the field of combat. Strict codes of conduct and chivalry were
expected of them and captive knights were to be treated well, ransomed and not insulted or
killed. Similar rules were followed in the deserts of Arabia. Captive officer pilots were treated well
by captor officers who were ready to ‘buy’ prisoners from the Bedouin whose rules of chivalry
were not the same! Fliers wisely carried gold pieces with them to pay the Arabs to hand them
over into care.If then the pilots were the knights, the mechanics were the squires. The
mechanics kept the knights’ weapons in good order, handing them over to the knights as they
went into battle and repairing them when damaged in combat. Like the knights of old, the pilots
were from the top of the social hierarchy, the products of expensive schools and formal
education whereas the mechanics, the squires, were from the artisan classes, the
craftsmen.Almost exclusively the aircraft were referred to as ‘machines’, both in formal reports
and in conversations. In formal reports the pilots were described as being ‘on’ a machine, not ‘in’
a machine. For example an extract from a formal X Flight document reported, ‘Divers on a B.E.
2E flew Col. Lawrence to EL JAFAR for the latter to attend an important conference, returning
after 2 hours.’Perhaps within that usage there lay a residual memory of being ‘on’ a horse,
because one does not ride ‘in’ a horse. Of course many early RFC pilots had first been cavalry
officers!Occasionally the mechanics like squires became knights themselves but even when
they became ‘very perfect gentle knights’ like Chaucer’s hero they were sometimes ostracised
because they had risen from the wrong social class. The remarkable air ace James McCudden
VC, with fifty-seven victories, who started his RFC career as a mechanic was reportedly turned
down for command of No. 85 Squadron RAF because of his lack of a public school education!
George showed the greatest respect for the pilots and indeed for all his comrades, and he like
so many others, admired Lawrence for his lack of ‘side’ for his ease in the company of rankers
and his readiness to pull down the mighty from their thrones. Many pages in George’s memoirs



were written in defence of Lawrence’s reputation. He was particularly angered by the criticisms
made by Richard Adlington in his book Lawrence of Arabia: A Biographical Enquiry published in
1955. Others with more scholarship resources available to them have argued their cases for and
against the great Lawrence. That is not the purpose of this book. This is actually the story of X
Flight as experienced by an airman who served with that secret unit in support of Lawrence and
the Arab Revolt.During the 1930s, George corresponded with the ‘new’ Lawrence, Aircraftsman
Shaw of the Royal Air Force. Two letters from Shaw to George Hynes are now held in the
Houghton Library at Harvard and in one of those letters there appears a telling sentence which
may not have been confessed elsewhere, ‘Parts of our war were not so bad, I suppose, though
personally I hated it.’NOTES1 Lawrence, T. E., Seven Pillars of Wisdom, Chapter CXIII.2 Flight, 4
January 1917, given under the subheading: ‘CHARGE 7.—VARIOUS DEFECTS IN
AERODROMES AND SYSTEM OF LIGHTING LANDING GROUNDS’, paragraphs 97, 103 and
106.3 Ibid.4 Ibid.Lawrence of Arabia’sSecret Air ForceGEORGE JOINS THE ROYAL FLYING
CORPSIn 1914 George Samuel Hynes was serving as a third engineer on a floating workshop
run by H & C Grayson Ltd, Shipbuilders and Engineers of Liverpool. He left, made several
attempts to join the Mounted Engineers and the Navy as an artificer but eventually enrolled in
the Royal Flying Corps formed just two years earlier in 1912. The RFC became the British
military air arm whose chief duties were supporting the Army, spotting for artillery and flying on
photographic reconnaissance.In an article in the Liverpool Echo and Evening Post printed on 28
February 1963, George recalled his recruitment:I joined the old Royal Flying Corps in 1914 as a
boy of 19 and became an apprentice engineer. They sent me to Egypt in 1915 with No. 14
Squadron, who were flying biplanes carrying bombs and machine guns.Formed at Shoreham on
3 February 1915, No. 14 Squadron, commanded by Lt Col Geoffrey Salmond, had sailed out
from England to Egypt on the liner, SS Anchises on 7 November 1915. Just after Christmas they
moved out of Heliopolis to Ismailia near the Suez Canal, becoming part of the Middle East
Brigade formed on 1 April 1916, by which time Salmond was a Brigadier General. At the time the
Squadron was equipped with Farman biplanes and a few Martinsydes.His early RFC service
was spent in Farnborough, Hounslow, Shoreham and Gosport before his posting overseas. In
his memoirs he mentions being on sentry duty at Hounslow aerodrome in May 1915 when he
had to deal with an intruder. He probably went out to Egypt with the Squadron in November 1915
as he mentions a near miss attack by a submarine.From the outset the RFC expected high
standards of fitness, skill, character and behaviour in its recruits and personnel. George
wrote:Discipline was so strong that my Squadron when stationed at Hounslow No. 14 was
presented with white woollen gloves as a mark of respect by a titled lady, for the noticeable
behaviour in their association with the opposite sex during their term of duties in that area.
Permission was given to wear them in public in place of the Army issue in khaki wool.Whilst in
the Middle East, he served with the Squadron in Heliopolis, Ismailia, Arabia, back in Ismailia, the
advance on Sinai Peninsula, then Gaza and finally the Special Duty X Flight in Arabia until 28
October 1918.In either December 1915 or January 1916, George was in Cairo when a revolt



broke out among students and members of the Egyptian Army. A few RFC Crossley tenders
were sent into the city manned by comrades armed with machine guns and rifles to patrol the
streets. Of course the Flying Corps used machines designed for use in the air, then in the Middle
East, they soon found that in order to do that efficiently they had to make regular and frequent
use of Crossley tenders, camels and horses on land! In 1913, the 20 hp Crossley tenders were
put into service with the new RFC and by 1918 they had over 6,000 of them adapted for use as
staff cars, tenders and ambulances.A former commanding officer of X Flight, V.D. Siddons,
thought very highly of those Crossleys. In his summary of X Flight operations for the week
ending 12 January 1918, Akaba, he wrote, ‘For rough country, the Crossley Light Tender with
double wheels all round is an ideal car and is superior to any other type down here, namely:
Rolls-Royce, Talbot, new type pattern and Ford.’In Cairo, George was amused by the fact that
the wives of the Sultan of Egypt often passed through the streets in a fleet of red motor cars with
red motorcycle escorts on their way to the fun fair, Lunar Park, on Thursdays when the grounds
were closed to the public!AN EARLY NO. 14 SQUADRON INCIDENTFrom the outset, No. 14
Squadron engaged in fairly routine tasks such as photographic reconnaissance and occasional
sorties to pick up downed pilots or to bomb and strafe the enemy in support of ground troops.
One such desert rescue is recounted in a copy of the magazine Flight:In May 1916, machines
from No. 14 rescued Lieutenant (Later Sir Pierre) Van Ryneveld, who had been forced landed in
the Sinai desert. [Van Ryneveld was serving in the South African Aviation Corps. In 1920 he
became Director of Air Services in South Africa.]1The article continues:About the same time Lt.
Kingsley forced-landed on a flat mountaintop in South Sinai. The pilot repaired the engine while
his observer kept the Turks at bay with a rear gun. Eventually the pilot took off, diving over the
mountain side after a too short run and flew back home.George mentions an amusing incident
when he was in Ismailia on or about 5 June 1916:One morning an Egyptian newsboy came to
the camp to sell the Egyptian Mail. The boy was shouting as he sold his papers, ‘Berry good
news dis mornin. Kitchener dead, berry good news!’George continues:It was a great surprise to
us that Lord Kitchener had met his death on the destroyer that was taking him to Russia, and a
shock; but the boys were amused to hear the newsboy declare it as ‘berry good news’.George
concluded that some Tommy must have played a trick on the newsboy coaching him to shout
that it was very good news!The Squadron’s early brush with the enemy took place on 18 June
1916, when its aircraft bombed and strafed German Rumpler C1 bomber/rec, two-seaters and
Pfalz EII single-seat escort aircraft at El Arish in the Sinai. Eleven British aircraft, eight from No.
14 Squadron and the rest from No. 17, successfully bombed the site. Three aircraft failed to
return; one pilot was captured but later managed to escape; a second managed to take to the air
again after a forced landing and the third landed in the sea but was rescued.2GEORGE IN
ISMAILIAGeorge’s comments about General Murray may have reflected the views of all the
common soldiers out in the Middle East when he wrote:I had a good look at Murray when he
arrived at Ismailiya [Ismailia] to award the Military Cross to Lt Yates only a couple of weeks after
Yates had struck a heavy blow against the Turks with his two, one hundred pound bombs.



Murray surrounded by professional military and intelligence experts depended a lot on the
photographs taken by our aircraft.Murray liked the Indian type of pomp and ceremony so when
he arrived he was escorted by the Bengal Lancers. He stood in front of us and when he walked
along our ranks during ‘close inspection’, he passed through with hardly a look at our unit on
parade.We also knew that within twenty-four hours General Murray was being sent home and
shortly afterwards, Allenby was on his way out in a British destroyer. A rumour broke out that our
troops had taken Gaza but someone had given the order to retire but nobody knew who.I was
fortunate enough to be on duty, alone, in a tent on guard and acting as telephone orderly. A field
telephone had been rigged to convey messages directly to Cairo. An officer pilot and his
observer reported that there were signs of evacuation of Turkish troops from El Arish.A
TRIBUTE TO ALLENBYGeorge comments:Allenby reacted very quickly saying he would not
attack Gaza until he had plenty of guns. Soon they were rolling out to him. Although the press
called him ‘The Bull’ he was a gentleman in looking after the welfare of his men making sure he
had enough weapons to finish the job. Allenby put the full weight of his mounted troops into
battle along with Salmond, with every available aircraft raining hell on the retreating enemy. His
greatest friend in that enterprise was the amateur soldier, Thomas Edward Lawrence, without
doubt or contradiction.Allenby speedily livened up the Cairo Savoy headquarters, joining his
new army in the field and making sure he got more staff into the field with the army where they
belonged. It had come to our ears that there were far too many staff officers winning military
crosses for their services in Cairo!Allenby, showed that he was a soldier who was active in the
field, not back in an office. He went on to demand guns, guns and more guns for his army and
they began rolling off the railway tracks at night strengthening the only two Pom Pom guns that
had no doubt been relics of the Boer War.Across 3/4 August 1916, the Squadron helped Anzac
troops repulse Turkish troops in battle near Romani by directing artillery fire, bombing and
strafing and harassing them back to El Arish. On 5 August an unnamed crew shot down an
enemy Rumpler but 2/Lieuts Hursthouse and McDiarmid in a BE.2c (Bleriot Experimental) were
wounded. On 10 August, another BE was brought down by both ground fire and an attack by two
Rumplers. 2/Lieut Edwards received several wounds. His observer, who was about to go on
leave, had been shot through the chest but when an ambulance arrived he refused treatment
until he had given his report but the unfortunate airman then died.3Although the Arabs would not
allow Christian troops into the region, in October 1916, C Flight along with six machines and
appropriate personnel were allowed to set up in Rabegh on the eastern coast Red Sea after
leaving El Qantara. By December 1916 the Turks had abandoned El Arish where they had
previously deployed 160 Rumplers, mechanically superior to the aircraft used by the
British.LAWRENCE AND AIRCRAFT SUPPORT NEAR WEJHLawrence could paint a vivid
picture of some of the Squadron’s activities using a broader brush than George whose
knowledge was immediate and rather more restricted within his own personal experiences. For
example, Lawrence expresses his admiration of the pilots in the following accounts of air action
carried out by No. 14 Squadron back in 1916:We could also prick the Turks into discomfort by



asking General Salmond for his promised long-distance air raid on Maan. As it was difficult,
Salmond had chosen Stent, with other tried pilots of Rabegh or Wejh, and told them to do their
best. They had experience of forced landing on desert surfaces and could pick out an unknown
destination across unmapped hills: Stent spokeArabic perfectly. The flight had to be air-
contained, but its commander was full of resource and display, like other bundles of nerves, who,
to punish themselves, did outrageous things. On this occasion he ordered low flying, to make
sure the aim; and profited by reaching Maan, and dropping thirty-two bombs in and about the
unprepared station. Two bombs into the barracks killed thirty-five men and wounded fifty. Eight
struck the engine-shed, heavily damaging the plant and stock. A bomb in the General’s kitchen
finished his cook and his breakfast. Four fell on the aerodrome. Despite the shrapnel our pilots
and engines returned safely to their temporary landing ground at Kuntilla above Akaba. That
afternoon they patched the machines, and after dark slept under their wings. In the following
dawn they were off once more, three of them this time, to Aba el Lissan, where the sight of the
great camp had made Stent’s mouth water. They bombed the horse lines and stampeded the
animals, visited the tents and scattered the Turks. As on the day before, they flew low and were
much hit, but not fatally. Long before noon they were back in Kuntilla.4JANUARY 1917George
describes an incident when two of the Squadron’s aircraft were shot down by ground fire in the
first month of 1917, although he mistakenly wrote Seagraves instead of Seward.We had two
Martinsydes shot down, Captain Kingsley and Lieutenant Seagraves. They had gone low over
their target and heavy rifle fire did the damage.During that attack our chief in command Geoffrey
Salmond flew his own machine a B.E. 2c over with them to direct the operation as he was not the
type to sit at the Savoy Hotel like General Murray and his staff. He was as keen as the pilots in
the front to see that the work went as planned. He played a very important part in capturing El
Arish and Rafa and resulted in a General Allenby coming to join us later.George writes:Captain
Kingsley I think was rescued but Lieutenant Seagraves burnt his machine, jumped into the Med
and swam back to our lines. I did hear that some Arabs and Australians came to Kingsley’s
rescue and must mention that Kingsley was one of the rankers of the early pilots of the Royal
Flying Corps at the outbreak of the War with such as Sergeant Dismore, McCrane and
McCudden, Lieutenant Lorraine (Bobby Lorraine, the actor) the first pilot injured in France and
later our pilot instructor.This latter, Lt Col Robert Lorraine, RAF, DSO, MC, was an exceedingly
controversial person, a man about whom Flight magazine’s obituary in January 1936 said:For
his first aircraft he decided to purchase a Blériot machine and went to France in April 1910 to
learn to fly at Blériot’s base at Pau. It was in his diary at this time that he used the term ‘joystick’
in describing the aircraft’s control column – the first recorded use of the term.Lorraine was born
on 14 January 1876 in New Brighton, Merseyside, England, and died on 23 December 1935 in
London.An account of the same incident in Flight magazine gives more detail about Seward:In
the beginning of 1917 after the evacuation of El Arish and when the pipeline was being laid
across the desert, Lt Seward was hit by ‘Archies’ near Gaza. He descended into the sea to
prevent his machine being captured. On being fired at by the Turks, he swam further out to sea,



then for four hours followed the coast, and eventually landed exhausted, being picked up by one
of our own cavalry patrols.5George comments:Rather surprisingly, those two officers were
posted a couple of days later. Then six weeks later, Captain Dempsey who was reported as
having been shot down arrived in reporting that he had landed at El Arish, toured it and found
Captain Tipton’s engine in the Turkish drome. Captain Tipton had been shot down by rifle fire
during our first big raid on El Arish aerodrome when seven of the enemy and hangars had been
destroyed.The Germans were forced to leave Beersheba in February 1917.When with No. 14
Squadron in Kilo 143, Egypt, George got talking with a Jew, aged about thirty, who was in
charge of labourers working for the RFC. The Jewish man told George that his family, wife and
children were being cared for in a Catholic convent back in Palestine, looked after by the Sisters.
He went on to say that he had volunteered for the job otherwise he would have been conscripted
into the Turkish Army.The very effective Australian No. 1 Squadron formed in January 1916 was
also stationed in Kilo 143 between January 1917 and March 1917 and like X Flight had to
manage with machines which were much inferior to those flying for the Germans! Furthermore
like 14 Squadron and its fledgling X Flight, its principal task was that of long range photo-
reconnaissance, which involved deep penetrations into enemy territory.6 Two years previously,
in 1915, Colonel Borton, of the RFC remarked, ‘Our daily reconnaissance is a positive torture,’
and so it remained throughout the conflict.7X FLIGHT AND THE FIRST BATTLE OF
GAZAAccording to George, two X Flight pilots saved the British infantry from defeat in battle.
However, the evidence seems to be that although those pilots did drive off some Turkish cavalry
in pursuit of retreating troops the First Battle of Gaza hadalready turned into an ignominious
defeat. Although George gives no date for his story the details point towards that first Battle of
Gaza on Monday 26 March 1917.In all during the campaign, three attacks were made on Gaza
by British and Commonwealth troops but the first two failed badly. The third and last attack on
Gaza in November 1917 successfully followed the capture of Beersheba on the first day by the
Australian Light Horse.George wrote:The attack on Gaza was kept very quiet and we in the
ranks of the Royal Flying Corps, at the foremost operational ground at Rafa, never told what was
being planned. Fortunately under Salmond, our pilots did know but they kept to a very high
standard of confidentiality to avoid the enemy obtaining any information.It was not until about
seven thirty that morning of the setback to our army that we got the whole story. Our troops had
attacked Gaza and during the night under cover of darkness in ‘stocking feet’, had taken it. From
dawn with the first rays of the sun, our aircraft gave every support to the army. Suddenly it all
changed when I was on the ground with my mates receiving, refuelling and bombing up for rapid
continuous support to the advancing troops. The first machine to arrive back was that of Captain
Freeman, our flight commander.This latter must have been Wilfrid, later Air Vice Marshal Sir
Wilfrid Rhodes Freeman FGCB, DSO & MC (Baronet in 1945), who was with No. 14 Squadron at
one time. He played a big role in the rearmament of the RAF in the inter-war years.The citation
for his award of the Military Cross reads:Lieutenant W. R. Freeman, The Manchester Regiment
and Royal Flying Corps. For gallantry, ability, and very valuable work performed. Located the



position of German batteries on 10th instant, and conveyed the information by wireless
messages from his aeroplane to our Artillery, and, although his propeller and planes were
pierced by the enemy’s bullets, he remained aloft for more than five hours during the
day.8George continues:I now remember how two of our pilots saved a total collapse of that
attack. Captain Freeman, the first one arriving at the drome, would not accept a drink of tea as
he paced up and down. He jumped out of his machine and called out, ‘I don’t know what it has
gone wrong because our troops are retreating like rabbits. Get ready to strip the hangars in case
of a quick move to the rear.Just as he completed that statement, another aircraft landed, taxied
up to us and out jumped Captain Wilberforce [possibly Captain W.R.S.Wilberforce, King’s Royal
Rifle Corps attached to the RAF], the pilot and commander of B Flight. He said, ‘The Turkish
cavalry are cutting across the plain from Beersheba to complete a massacre. Bomb up our
machines at once.’Captain Freeman then shouted, ‘Load us up with 20 pounders at once and
quickly!’ and we set to as our bombs were ready detonated in our hangars and both Freeman
and Wilberforce set off in less than three minutes on a straight course, not for those Gaza hills
but bearing off across a small sand dune covered with green scrub like palm. They headed
straight for Beersheeba to stop that cavalry charge between us and the retiring remnants of our
army.They raced across our drome at Raffa [Rafa], took off with fresh bomb loads from in the
direction of Beersheba, returning about twenty minutes later saying, ‘All’s well we have smashed
them up and rest assured we have helped our boys to escape!’ The drome then settled down as
if it never happened.The two pilots got back later after totally breaking up the Turkish cavalry and
satisfied that their machines had given them a grip on the situation. It must be recorded that
those two pilots had saved not only a big panic in Whitehall but a big reversal in the war in the
Sinai campaign.The pilots were very upset, as were all of the pilots and staff at Cairo, at the
sufferings borne by the Manchesters. It hit Freeman particularly hard as it involved the boys from
his own Manchester territorial units who had been badly cut up in that calamity.During that first
assault on Gaza all units, including artillery, advanced during the night crossing the deep Wadi
Ghuzze. The advance, which began at 2.30 on the morning of Monday the 26th, was hindered
by a thick fog which did not lift until 8 a.m. The mounted troops did very well indeed but infantry
fared very badly. The 1st Battalion, of the Manchester (Machine-Gun) Regiment did take part
and in fact George’s brother, Richard, began his service with them but was transferred to the
Lancashire Fusiliers for action on the Western Front.The 53rd Division had to attack across
exposed ground through shrapnel, machine gun and rifle fire. Although they gained advantage
towards the end of the day, the British Command, Dobell and Chetwode, called off the attack
and that retreat witnessed by the pilots began. That decision to retire dismayed most of their
soldiers.George continues:I often wondered how those two got on later as they saved the day by
going into the attack with their bombs, smashing the Turkish cavalry. They saved a total retreat
by our troops. In fact we heard that the whole Field Ambulance Unit was taken prisoner and
many thousands of badly wounded men went through our base field hospital.In recalling the
setting up of one of the advance landing grounds in support of attacking Australian troops,



probably an attack on Gaza, George wrote:My pilot, my CO, gave me his instructions for the day
while I was able to look around and met my squadron pal, Air Mechanic Pendrons, another
engine mechanic who had been selected to move up with the advancing Aussies where he was
in charge of a camel caravan with petrol, bombs and other necessities for laying out our landing
strip.The rear party of the patrols cleared casualties from the ground in order to give us clear
uncluttered ground for our aircraft to land and take off. Pendrons and I began by filling up our
machines and arranging the landing of another advance party machine returning for refuelling
and bombing up. All day machines from our rear base passed over with their loads of destruction
giving every support to our combined infantry and cavalry, light horsemen expert in desert
warfare.Major Bannatyne, an early Commanding Officer of No. 14 Squadron, RFC, had left
Egypt for Arabia to explore possible landing grounds at Rabegh. HMS Dufferin, then anchored in
the Red Sea, was used as his HQ. No. 14 Squadron arrived in Rabegh in November 1916,
probably on the 17th. No troops were landed because, said a message from Cairo, there were
too many Christians in the expeditionary force! (Turkish forces continued to press slowly forward
by attempting to ‘buy in’ Arab tribes.)However, the RFC was allowed in on 12 November. C Flight
of No. 14 Squadron embarked at Suez for Arabia in support of the Hejaz Expeditionary Force.
The Flight Commander was Major A.J. Ross DSO, who was fluent in Arabic. No. 14 Squadron’s
motto, an extract from the Qur’an, was written in Arabic. It translates as, ‘I spread my wings and
keep my promise.’George continues:Pendrons and I decided to make some tea as he had
brought some rations of tea with him along with a tin of milk, sugar and a bottle of water
sufficient for his journey.Having made a small fire from scrub brush we boiled our bottle of water
in his billy can, enough for a pint of tea, but after making the tea, we got a terrible surprise as we
poured in the milk. We gazed at our brew as we witnessed the milk had changed to purple! It
then dawned on us that the disinfectant tablets in the bottle of water had changed the usual
milky colour to purple but we went on anyway and enjoyed our cuppa.We were surprised to see
one lone enemy machine fly over our ground while we were eating and circle at about eight
thousand feet. We sat and continued our meal waiting for his bombs to drop but none was
dropped so we expected later to have an attack but none came to interfere with our own
operations. The enemy left in the direction of Beersheba.From about three o’clock in the
afternoon, we were busy keeping our machines on the go with increased support in the air from
our rear base as about eight Martinsydes flew over loaded with one hundred pounders and
twenty pounders. We heard the crash of bombs dropped from low altitudes that helped to defeat
the enemy before our Aussies went in for the final attack.
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Janet C. Hostetler, “Another book giving insight of "Lawrence of Arabia". Experiences of
"Lawrence of Arabia"An excellent read.”

LINDSEY, “Five Stars. great movie”

Great Circle, “Another slant on the intriguing life of T E Lawrence. Living in Dorset I feel drawn
towards the T E Lawrence story and I must say that this well researched book puts a whole
different slant on it. A must for all T E Lawrence followers.”
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